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Introduction

We present you the Evolution Plan with 15 ways of
generating an income, created and designed by FuXion to
develop your business.
We are proud to present you a clear, reliable, sustainable, and duplicable
plan which rewards active participation, balance and teamwork through
15 powerful and innovative ways of generating income!
FuXion wants you to achieve your longed for and deserved financial
freedom. Pursue your dreams and goals by becoming part of our
growing international movement, following the evolution plan, and
learning from the successes of our FuXion entrepreneurs.
Our vision is a million people expanding their wealth, wellbeing, and true
health. Be an active part of this ambitious plan and we guarantee you that
developing the business opportunity and receiving its benefits will be one
of your most gratifying experiences.
Above all, our motto is: We improve your Life!
With FuXion, you will succeed in so many ways!

Álvaro Zúñiga Benavides
CEO and Founder
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Glossary

FuXion (EF):
Independent Entrepreneur

It is important that you read and understand the terms presented here
so that you can easily use our compensation plan:
FuXion’s Evolution Plan
A person that partners with FuXion to develop, on their own, a business based on the network marketing model offered by the
company. Enrolling involves having access to a position in the network, paying the enrollment kit, and making a first product
purchase 20 points minimum). In order to receive the 20% discount on the first purchase, this has to be of 60 or more
points. On enrollment, the person receives a code that grants access to the Evolution Plan bonuses.

Active EF:

An EF (FuXion Independent Entrepreneur ) who makes a minimum product purchase of 20 points every two FuXion weeks
(Tuesday through Monday). It’s necessary to be active in order to receive any bonus. Being active with 60 or more points
means having access to more bonuses.

Qualified EF:

An active EF (FuXion Independent Entrepreneur) that in one FuXion week has, at least, one Personally Sponsored Active EF
in each of the two arms of the Binary structure.

Binary Downline:
To Sponsor:
Sponsor:
Personal Enrollee:
Line of Sponsorship:

All EFs that are within your binary genealogy.
To personally sign in or enroll a new EF.
The person who introduced you to the FuXion Program.
The EF that you introduced and brought to the FuXion Program.
Genealogical line that represents the direct relationship of sponsorships like a family tree (father – son – grandson, etc.), and
that starts with each of your enrollees.

FuXion Week:

Each billing week on which the bonuses are calculated. Usually the week starts on Tuesdays and ends on Mondays.

FuXion Cycle:

The period of time you are active with a minimum purchase of 20 points. A FuXion Cycle is equal to two FuXion Weeks.
(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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Binary Genealogy:
Invoiced Amount (MF):
Cycle Points (CP):
Preferred Customer (PC):
Payment Arm:
Power Arm:
Accumulated Amount:
Carry Forward Volume:
Rank:
Volume Points (PV):
X Points:
Commissionable Amount:

5

A two arm or two sided genealogical structure where the downline placements are established and teams are determined.

Amount in volume points obtained from the sum of all the volumes that are invoiced by your downlines in a given period.

Amount of volume points assigned to your FuXion Independent Entrepreneur code relative to the Invoiced Amount by the
product purchase (yours and that of your preferred customers). CP (Cycle Points) is used to determine the activation status
and/or the rights to additional benefits. (See the price and points list).
The Preferred Customer is one who purchases product through your replicated website. They are recorded in the FuXion
customer base and are associated with your account. Purchases made by your preferred customers will help you to receive
many bonuses, prices, drawings, etc. Preferred Customers can enroll as FuXion Independent Entrepreneurs at any time.
This is the binary arm that received the lowest total invoiced amount on a given FuXion Week.
The binary arm with the highest total invoiced amount on a given FuXion Week.
It’s the surplus of the total MF transferred from one week to another, calculated by subtracting the total MF
of the power arm minus the total MF of the paying arm.
This is the Accumulated Amount that passes from one week to the next according to the conditions on Index 3.
An award obtained during a specific period of time due to certain achievements described on Index 1 and that generates the
payment of bonuses and benefits shown in this Evolution Plan.
The currency neutral value assigned to each FuXion product, used for calculating bonus payouts.
X points are equal to the volume points.

The sum of volume points from all commissionable transactions generated from the EF’s within your network.
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1. Direct Sales
As a FuXion independent entrepreneur (EF) you receive
a 20% discount on the list price of all qualifying FuXion
product purchases. This provides a return on investment
(ROI) of 25% when product is sold at retail.
For example, if you purchase products valued at a
$50 list price, you pay $40 with your discount as an EF.
When you sell the product at $50 to a direct or Preferred
Customer, you earn $10. Therefore, $10 divided by a $40
(investment) is equal to a 25% return on your investment.

Period: Purchase
Condition: EF

Depending on your level of discount (bonus 2:
additional discount) you can have 25%, 33%, 38%,
or 43% return on your investment. Your Preferred
Customers will have a login linked to your account so
that when they buy, FuXion will pay you the difference
between wholesale and retail on that order.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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2. Preferred
customer benefits
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Period: Purchase
Condition: Active EF

Enjoy your new custom website, a serious and professional tool with which you
can generate more sales and showcase your new business. The site will bring
your customers directly to your FuXion store.

Benefits
X Points

-

Annual drawing
Passes
Tickets for events

Benefits for the Sponsoring EF:
• Retail Profit - Your Preferred Customer pays the retail
price when they go to your replicated website, and
FuXion pays you the difference between wholesale and
retail. Up to 30%!
• Of your top 3 Preferred Customers for the month, you
will earn an additional 20% bonus from the purchased
points by the lowest of the three. Purchases by the same
Preferred Customer are accumulated during the month.(*)
• Purchases made by Preferred Customers count toward
your own Personal Volume.
• You earn X Points for each purchase made by your
Preferred Customers. Points can be redeemed for
merchandise, passes, tickets for events, etc.
• You have a store for preferred customers through your
own replicated web.

Benefits for the Preferred Customer
• For every purchase of qualifying products, Preferred
Customers also earn X Points, which they can
redeem for merchandise, tickets to events and
sweepstakes entries.
• Preferred Customers also automatically participate
in an annual drawing for exciting prizes on the
FuXion anniversary.

* You must have at least 3 Preferred Customers who make purchases in the month.
(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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3. Additional discount

Period: By invoice
Condition: EF

As an EF, you receive an additional discount applied
to your purchase on larger volume orders.

17.5 0%

Volume purchased
60-299
60-299 PV
PV

300-599 PV
PV
300-599

600 PV
PV
≥ 600

%

5
5 10
10
5 77..5
%

%

%

5.0%

Additional discount

4. Sponsorship bonus
This is a weekly bonus obtained when sponsoring a
new EF. You receive a 20% bonus based on the PV
purchased directly by your newly Personally Sponsored
EF in their first seven (7) calendar days of enrollment.

Period: Weekly
Condition: Active EF

20%
120

140
600 PV

40

700 PV

200 PV

0
1
Weekly
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5. Increased
consumption bonus

Period: Weekly
Condition: Active EF with at least 60 CP

Percentage bonus that you receive as an EF on the purchases made by your
Personally Sponsored EFs and or Preferred Customers, on products for a
weekly accumulated amount equal or greater than 60 PV. This bonus applies
to the accumulated purchased amount of the current week, after the first
seven (7) calendar days of your new personally sponsored EF.

Weekly
(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1

$10
$8

100PV

150PV

$15

$6
80PV

60PV

$10
100PV

$5
50PV

10%
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6. Building bonus

Period: Weekly
Condition: Active and Qualified EF

As FuXion Independent Entrepreneurs, your personal enrollee and you will
have the opportunity to earn this bonus. If your new Personally Sponsored
EFs reach the Executive rank or a higher rank within their first full FuXion
Cycle (2 FuXion weeks) of being enrolled in the business. The bonus will
be given based on the highest rank achieved during the first cycle. Both
you and your Personally Sponsored EF will be rewarded with the following
amounts according to the results achieved in the period:

$25

$50

$100

Executive

Senior

Bronze

$25

$50

$100

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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7. Binary team bonus

Period: Weekly
Condition: Executive Rank or Higher

As a Binary Team bonus, you will receive a percentage of
up to 10% on your payment arm (see index 6, Calculation
of the Binary Team bonus) according to your rank, of the
accumulated total in your payment arm.

Production

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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10%

10%

Executive Executive
Senior

9%

8%

7%

6%
Double

5%

Bronze Gold Platinum Platinum Diamond

4%
Double

Diamond

3%
Triple

2%

Diamond Diamond

Ranks

o
si

n

1,5%
Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

1,25%

1%

Double

Triple

MILLIONAIRE

MILLIONAIRE

Diamond

1%

Diamond Diamond

Notes: To accumulate balances and carry them into the following week, it is necessary to remain is active.
If the EF closes the week in an inactive status, the EF automatically loses last week’s accumulated balances.

MILLIONAIRE
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Rank Bonus
Monthly

8. Rank bonus

Bronze

Period: Monthly and by goal

Gold

$ 50

Bronze

Gold

$ 100

Platinum

$ 200

$ 2000

Platinum

$ 300

$ 9,000

Diamond

$ 600

$ 18,000

Double

$ 600

$ 30,000

Diamond

Triple

$ 600

$ 50,000

Diamond

$ 600

$ 75,000

Diamond

$ 3,000

$ 100,000

Double

$ 3,000

$ 300,000

Diamond

$ 3,000

$ 1,000,000

Diamond

$ 6,000

$ 2,000,000

Condition: Bronze Rank or Higher

You will receive this bonus every month, based on
the highest rank you achieve within that month of
qualification. If you are two ranks below your highest
rank achieved, you will earn this bonus if your highest
Paid Rank of the month is within one rank of your
Highest Achieved Rank.

Platinum

Double

Platinum

Diamond

Super Bonus
One-Time Payment

Double

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Triple

MILLIONAIRE

MILLIONAIRE

This is a requirement for the Super Bonus.
Keep this rank
Platinum
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3

of the
next

6

months

MILLIONAIRE
CLUB

Keep this rank

6

of the
next

9

months
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9. Leadership bonus

Period: Weekly
Condition: Senior Executive Rank or Higher

Bonus that an EF earns by helping personally sponsored EFs reach at least
the rank of SENIOR EXECUTIVE. In order to receive this bonus EFs must have
the same or higher rank than that of the personally sponsored EF, or be a
DOUBLE PLATINUM or higher. EF will be paid 20% of the binary team bonus
of each personally sponsored EF, each week that requirements are met.

2O %

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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10. Multilevel bonus

Period: Weekly
Condition: Bronze Rank or Higher

This is a bonus that EFs earn for the work of their lines of sponsorship.
Each personally sponsored EF starts a new line for the EF. EF will earn
a percentage of the volume generated by each line, with a maximum
contribution per line according to EF’s rank. (See rank table – Index 1):

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE
Triple

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE
Double

%

Diamond

4%

Diamond

5%

Triple

220,000PV

3%
3.5%

MILLIONAIRE

440,000PV

2.8%

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Maximum
Contribution per Line

110,000PV

My teams

Ranks

55,000PV

35,000PV
18,500PV

Diamond

6%

Double

6,5%

Diamond

7%

Double

7.5%

3,100PV

Platinum

8%

1,700PV

Gold

8%

Bronze

8%

Diamond

Platinum
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11. Lifestyle
bonus

Period: Monthly for up to 48 months
Condition: Double Platinum Rank or Higher

The Lifestyle bonus consists of
three qualifications which will
completely improve your lifestyle:

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1

Qualification: Car bonus
By qualifying at the Double Platinum
rank, EF will receive the car bonus
to purchase a vehicle valued up to
$16,800. The monthly bonus is $350
to be paid for a maximum of 48
consecutive months. In order to
receive it, EF is required to reach at
least paid-as Double Platinum during
the month (see Index 1). In case of
failure to comply with this requirement,
EF loses the right to receive the bonus
that month, which is considered as
one of the 48 months.
1. If financing or leasing paperwork
is required, qualifying EFs will apply
for said terms in their own name with
any financial institution in the market
available to them.
2. FuXion will deliver the car bonus
once per month as part of the
regular commission payment.

3. If EF wants a car of greater
value than $16,800 plus tax, EF
will pay the difference. The car EF
purchases using the qualification
bonus must display a badge
provided by FuXion during the 48
months of the bonus payment. If
EF does not purchase a vehicle,
EF will receive the payment of the
bonus for a maximum of 12 months.
If at the end of this period EF has
not purchased the vehicle, EF
will automatically lose the right to
receive a bonus for the remaining
months.

15
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Luxury car bonus

The bonus is in the amount of $1,000
dollars per month plus tax and will
be paid for 48 consecutive months
according to the maintenance
program. To be able to collect the
bonus each month, it is required to
keep at least the rank of Diamond. If
EF does not fulfill this requirement in
a given month, EF loses the right to
receive the bonus that month, which is
considered as one of the 48 months.

This qualification replaces the Car
Bonus and the same conditions
apply. From the moment EFs qualify
for the Luxury Car Bonus, they will
receive 48 new installments.
If in a month, EF does not qualify
at DIAMOND rank but does qualify
at DOUBLE PLATINUM and the
qualifications for the Car Bonus are
still in force, EF will receive the $350
dollars until completion of the 48
consecutive installments, the months
EF does not qualify for the Luxury
Car Bonus.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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Office or brand new apartment bonus

By qualifying at the Triple Diamond
rank, EF is entitled to collect the
Office or Brand New Apartment
Bonus up to a maximum value of
$76,800 plus tax. The Bonus pays
$1,500 monthly and will be paid in 48
consecutive months according to the
maintenance program.
To collect the bonus each month, EF
is required to at least maintain the
rank of Triple Diamond. If EF does
not fulfill this requirement one month,
EF loses the right to receive a bonus
that month and it will be counted as
one of the 48 months.
FuXion will pay the bonus every
month as a part of the payment of
commissions. If in a month, EF does
not qualify at the Triple Diamond rank
but does qualify at the Diamond rank
and the qualifications for the LUXURY
CAR BONUS* are still in force, EF
will receive the $1000 bonus, until
completion of the 48 consecutive
months during the months the
conditions for Office or Brand New
Apartment Bonus are not met.

If EF wants a property of higher value to $76,800, FuXion
will only cover the stipulated amount, and EF will have to
pay the difference. If EF does not buy an Office or Brand
New Apartment, EF will receive the bonus payment for
a maximum of 12 months. If at the end of this period EF
has not acquired the property, EF will automatically lose
the right to receive this bonus for the remaining months.

Note: The payments for the Luxury Car Bonus will not be restarted.
(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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12. FuXion experience

Period: Annual
Condition: Platinum Rank or Higher
60 CP or More All Cycles

FuXion offers an ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL TRIP as a recognition and
prize to the FuXion EFs for their leadership and effort. Throughout the
period of qualification, you must be active with 60 PV per cycle or more.
First trip
To qualify, EF will have to achieve the rank of Platinum or higher at least one week per month. Each
month that EF achieves this, invoiced points (multilevel points) in the lines of sponsorship in the month
will accumulate. Qualification is achieved with at least 30,000 multilevel points during the period of 52
qualification weeks posted by FuXion each year. From the moment EF achieves the Platinum rank for the
first time in the period of qualification established annually by FuXion, EF must be active with 60 points
or more every week until the end of the period of qualification. The Award is for the Primary owner of the
account. If EF wants to qualify with the co-applicant, EF will need to accumulate 60,000 points in total.
Second trip
To qualify for a second international trip, EF must qualify as a Double Platinum or higher, and accumulate
50,000 points invoiced by your lines of sponsorship (points multi-level) during the period of 52
qualification weeks posted by FuXion every year.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1

Consecutive trip
To qualify for the following international trips, EF will need to achieve and sustain the Diamond rank
totaling 100,000 multilevel points during the period of qualification. If EF reaches and keeps the
DIAMOND rank, EF will always be qualified for the ANNUAL INERNATIONAL TRIP.

Evolution Plan

13. Extra business
centers

19

Period: Unrestricted
Condition: Diamond Millionaire X Rank

On entering as an EF to FuXion, account holder is granted a business
center in the genealogy of your sponsor. This business center represents
the beginning of your Organization, which will have a structure of 2 sides
or “arms”. One is called payment arm and the other is the power arm. As
EF you will get paid regardless of the depth of your organization, up to a
maximum of $30,000 (thirty thousand American Dollars) per week for each
business center. The extra business centers, you receive them when you
reach the Diamond X Millionaire rank. To request a new business center, you
must have the previous one maximized, i.e. earning $30,000 weekly at least
for 4 consecutive weeks. The sponsorship lines generated in the additional
business centers also count for the calculation of the commissions generated
by the multilevel bonus.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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14. Millionaire
fund club

Period: Monthly
Condition: Diamond Millionaire Rank and Higher

It is a fund that distributes 2% of global sales (VG) of the company, i.e.
the global sum of the PV and is distributed between the ranks of Diamond
Millionaire and higher. To access the monthly payment of this bonus, you will
have to maintain for 52 consecutive weeks the Diamond Millionaire rank or
higher. The distribution will be under the system of shares presented below.

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Double

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Triple

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Diamond
MILLIONAIRE

1 share
2 shares
3 shares
4 shares

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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15. Profit sharing

Period: Annual
Condition: Diamond Millionaire Rank or Higher

This bonus rewards maximum excellence in development the FuXion
business. For accessing this benefit it’s necessary to achieve and
sustain the Diamond Millionaire rank for 52 consecutive weeks.
For profit sharing,EF will receive the 10% of the surplus of annual
earnings minus the sum of the Millionaire Club Fund bonus of the
current year. For the distribution a system options will be used
according to the following table:

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Double

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Triple

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Diamond
MILLIONAIRE

10%
Annual
Global
Utilities

Note: Profit sharing, distributes 10% surplus of the annual profits minus the sum of the Millionaire Club Fund bonus
of the current year, provided the commissions do not exceed 52% of sales.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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1 share
2 shares
3 shares
4 shares
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Index 1

Table of requirements for
executive rank qualification

Ejecutivo

Executive
Senior

Bronze

Gold

Executive

Executive

Bronze

Gold

Required CP
(every 2 weeks)

20

20

60

60

Weekly payment
arm V

180 PV
Weekly

360 PV
Weekly

750 PV
Weekly

1,500 PV
Weekly

Required
volume period

1 Week

1 Week

1 Week

1 Week

Sponsorship
requirements

Qualified

Qualified

Senior

Multilevel V

1 Executive in
2 Executive in
Sponsorship line Sponsorship line

380 PV

900 PV

1,800 PV

40 PV

80 PV

150 PV

Maximum for each
line in Multilevel V
Multilevel V in the
Power Arm

20 PV

Platinum

Platinum

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1

Double

Platinum

Double

Platinum

Required CP
(every 2 weeks)

60

60

Weekly payment
arm V

3,000 PV

6,000 PV

Required
volume period

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

Sponsorship
requirements

3 Executives in
Different lines

4 Executives in
Different lines

Multilevel V

3,600 PV

8,400 PV

Maximum for each
line in Multilevel V

1,700 PV

3,100 PV

Multilevel V in the
Power Arm

300 PV

600 PV

Weekly

Weekly

Evolution Plan

Diamond club
Diamond

Double

Diamond

Triple

Diamond

Diamond

Required CP
(every 2 weeks)

60

60

60

60

Weekly payment
arm V

15,000 PV
Weekly

30,000 PV
Weekly

60,000 PV
Weekly

125,000 PV
Weekly

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

4 Bronze
Different lines

5 Bronze
Different lines

6 Bronze
Different lines

7 Bronze
Different lines

Required
volume period
Sponsorship
requirements

22,500 PV

50,000 PV

100,000 PV

250,000 PV

Maximum for each
line in Multilevel V

5,500 PV

10,000 PV

18,500 PV

35,000 PV

Multilevel V in the
Power Arm

1,500 PV

3,000 PV

6,000 PV

12,500 PV

Multilevel V

Millionaire club
Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Double

Triple

MILLIONAIRE

MILLIONAIRE

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Required CP
(every 2 weeks)

60

60

60

60

Weekly payment
arm V

250,000 PV
Weekly

500,000 PV
Weekly

1000,000 PV
Weekly

2000,000 PV
Weekly

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

4 Weeks

500,000 PV

1000,000 PV

2000,000 PV

4000,000 PV

Maximum for each
line in Multilevel V

55,500 PV

110,000 PV

220,000 PV

440,000 PV

Multilevel V in the
Power Arm

1,500 PV

3,000 PV

6,000 PV

12,500 PV

Required
volume period
Sponsorship
requirements
Multilevel V

From PLATINUM rank, it is required that the invoiced amount of the power arm be at least equal to the minimum
amount required for the payment arm.
From GOLD rank, it is required that you have in your power arm someone active in your sponsoring
line with 60 PV or more.
From DOUBLE DIAMOND rank, the required of maximum contribution for each multilevel line can be increased.
For each 50,000 points that you have in a multilevel line, it will bring you 5,000 more points.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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Index 2

Caps for binary team bonus
and bonus for multilevel royalties
Maximum participation in the
binary bonus per week per
business center

Multilevel amount + maximum
participation in the binary bonus
per week per business center

Anexos

Executive

US$

320

US$

320

Executive
Senior

US$

320

US$

320

Bronze

US$

410

US$

840

Gold

US$

420

US$

1,530

Platinum

US$

1,260

US$

3,500

Double

Platinum

US$

2,160

US$

7,250

Diamond

US$

4,500

US$

15,250

Diamond

Double

US$

7,200

US$

30,000

Triple

US$

10,800

US$

55,000

US$

15,000

US$

90,000

US$

22,500

US$

142,500

Diamond

US$

37,500

US$

250,000

Diamond

Triple

US$

60,000

US$

500,000

Diamond

US$

100,000

US$

2000,000

Diamond
Diamond
Diamond

MILLIONAIRE

Double

MILLIONAIRE

MILLIONAIRE

MILLIONAIRE

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1
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Index 3

25

Rules for carrying forward binary volume

For carrying forward binary volume, EF is required to be active with 20 or more CP. If the
balance in one of the arms is equal to zero, the balance of the other arm is carried forward
indefinitely, as long as EF is active with 20 CP or more. The balance of the two arms is
only carried forward when EF fails to attain any rank in the week. Balances are carried
forward a maximum of 2 consecutive weeks. If a rank is not achieved after two consecutive
weeks, the balance of the payment arm is subtracted from the power arm and the result is
carried forward to the following week in that same arm. When EF achieves a rank balance
of the payment arm is subtracted from the power arm, the remaining carries forward to the
following week in the same arm, even if it is the 1st week of carrying forward.

Rules for carrying forward mlm points
Be active with 20 CP or more. Only carry forward the MLM balance when the EF does not
achieve a rank in the week. If the EF reached some rank in that week, the balance returns to
zero even if it is the 1st week of carrying forward. The balance is carried forward a maximum
of 2 consecutive weeks. If the rank is not achieved after two consecutive weeks, multilevel
points from the week are not added to the balance for next week.

Index 4

Total payable commissions

FuXion offers the entrepreneurs doing the business the opportunity of earning up to 15
bonuses in compensation for their activity in the company. With the purpose of leading the
market with a plan to distribute the largest volume of bonuses among its entrepreneurs and
at the same time ensuring the viability of the company, FuXion pays to its entrepreneurs
up to 57% of the commissionable sale. The amounts of unpaid commissions (greater than
57%) will be reserved on the EF’s current account for a maximum period of 3 months from
execution of the withholding. If in that period total amount of commissions is less than 57%,
the reinstatement of withholding will be implemented until reaching 57% once. Subsequent
balances to reinstatement are discarded from future payment.
Note: The weeks of activation cycle do not necessarily coincide with the weeks of carrying forward.
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Index 5

Application criteria for the 57% cap

The CAP applies progressively from higher to lower ranks according to the
rule next described: A deduction of 3% is applied to the entrepreneurs with
the highest rank (best of the month) so the total amount of commissions
does not exceed 57% of commissionable sale. If after the first deduction the
amount of commissions still exceeds the 57% stopper, a second deduction
of 3% is carried out, this time for the entrepreneurs of the highest rank
and those having the second highest rank (which includes the first). The
withholdings shall apply until the limit amount is reached or until withholdings
reach the GOLD rank. If still the amount to retain is not reached, a new cycle
of withholding will begin, starting with the entrepreneurs of higher rank and
this time with 4% retention.

Index 6

Calculation of the binary team bonus

For the calculation of the binary team bonus, the invoiced amount (MF) of the
week in course is added to the balance, if any, of the previous week, on the
same arm where it originated. (This balance is the difference that comes from
the amount of the power arm minus the amount of payment arm executed the
previous week).
From these calculations, subtotal on each arm is obtained, thus determining
the smaller arm (the one with less volume). Finally, this smaller arm is added
to your personal purchase surplus * and the purchases of your Preferred
Customer, thus obtaining your payment arm of the week payment.
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If any doubts or discrepancies on the interpretation of any of the descriptions
of methods of payment, the
Company, FuXion, will carry out an interpretation according to the spirit and
purpose for which the Evolution compensation plan was created.
FuXion, reserves the right to modify the compensation plan, as well as
the terms and conditions of use, at any time and without prior notice, after
making appropriate corresponding announcement on the website.

(c) Fuxion Biotech USA Corp. / 2015_11_US_EN_Evolution_PLan_V1

I understand, that as an independent FuXion entrepreneur, this
compensation plan is based on the purchase and/or sale of products of
nutraceuticals FuXion in accordance with the terms and conditions existing
in the www.FuXion.net website
As an independent FuXion entrepreneur I pledge to present the evolution of
the FuXion compensation Plan
as well as the products and services of FuXion as described in the official
documentation and in accordance with the policies and procedures in force
in each country.

PLEASE NOTE: The payout figures in this document are intended to explain the components and operation of the
FuXion Evolution Plan. They are not intended to be representative of the income, if any, that an FuXion Entrepreneur
can or will earn through his or her participation in the FuXion opportunity. These figures should not be considered
as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings,
whether made by FuXion or another FuXion Entrepreneur, would be misleading. Your success will depend upon
how effectively you exercise these qualities. Neither a product order nor participation in the autoship program are
required to become a Independent Entrepreneur or qualify for compensation. Both are optional.
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